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Abstract

Providing an appropriate level of flow collection, relying on packet capturing or flow sampling method, is extremely hard
due to various practical limitations and resources requirements. To address this challenge, this paper investigated a CDF
(Cumulative Distribution Function)-based flow detection to decide between “known” and “unknown” flows. Therefore, a
combined flow collection can be achieved to improve the collection’s efficiency by sampling only the known flows and capturing
the remaining unknown flows. As a preliminary experiment, detecting known and unknown flows was conducted over a long
period by calculating the empirical CDF distance between each flow’s rate and overall packet’s rate distribution, called as FPR
(Flow-to-Packet Ratio), with a threshold (FPRmin) based on a significant level of observed data. The result shows that unknown
flow is detected for most of the recommended significant level values.
Keywords: flow detection, cumulative distribution function (CDF), flow sampling, and packet capturing.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Providing an appropriate level of flow collection,
relying on either distributed with fully captured or
centralized with sampled, is extremely hard due to
various practical limitations and requirements in packet
capturing and flow sampling [1]. Simple flow
collections can be collected through some available
packet capturing tools. However, for monitoring widearea networks, the packets need to be replicated and sent
to a single location. Then replicated packets are sent to
the packet capturing tools, with or without match-based
packet filtering process. Another way to enable flow
collections is by using an agent that combines packet
samples into datagram and randomly sampled according
to a pre-defined sampling interval/ratio before sending
the datagram into the collector [2].
In this paper, flow is defined as a set of packets
with a common property specified in the packet’s
headers, known as the flowkey, which observed within a
period. The packet capturing reflects exact flows being
processed but only valid at that particular point and also
known as a resource-consuming process. In contrast, the
flow sampling is limited due to sub-optimal flow
sampling ratio/interval. However, it has a unique global
view of flows in the whole network and requires a
minimum resource. So, there is a need to utilize
combined methods that providing an appropriate level
of flow collection and improving efficiency while still
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keeping the specific level of accuracy. Several sampling
methods for network flow monitoring are proposed to
address these needs. Providing efficient building blocks
for sampling and large flow detecting by using
OpenFLow based methods in SDN switch can be used
in various monitoring application [3]. A doublesampling and hold-based approach that includes two
sample process, hold, and early removal process is
proposed to maximize the flow information in the given
limited resources [4]. Another approach is modular and
self-adaptive measurement architecture that consists of
management, sampling, and network plane to
accommodate the selection and configuration of
sampling technique [5]. R. Hofstede et al. [6] explained
a novel traffic monitoring approaches as well as
improving efficiency in processing and storing the
traffic data. They used protocols such as Netflow and
IPFIX, to perform flow monitoring, including packet
observation, flow metering and export, data collection,
and the final stage is data analysis. However, it needs
improvement by combining packet analysis and flow
monitoring. Another work tried to estimate the number
of bytes and packets of the flow by using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE). The expected relative
error is defined as % 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

196.

[7], means that

avoiding flow sampling for achieving specific error, if
the number of sampled flows is less than s. Performance
can be improved by observing packet over a long period
(not over short a time of sampling period) and counting
the actual rate parameter (not only the packet count).
This paper describe a decision problem to select an
appropriate flow collection that combines two methods,
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flow sam
mpling and paacket capturinng, by monitooring a
CDF (Cuumulative Disstribution Funnction) of eacch flow
over a long period,, then compparing with overall
packet’s characteristics. If the charracteristic of flow is
similar too the overall packet’s
p
charaacteristic, thenn it can
be decideed that the floow and packett are closely related,
r
and consiidered as a knnown flow. Onn the other sidde, if it
is significantly differeent, the flow is consideredd as an
unknown flow. The paarticular probblem is descriibed in
section 2. The proposeed design of the
t system model
m
to
decide a set of knownn and unknow
wn flow with a predefined leevel of accuraacy is describbed in section 3. It is
followed by experimeental simulatiion and anallysis in
section 4 and 5, respectively. Finaally, conclusion and
several reecommendatioons for futuree work are prrovided
in sectionn 6.
OBLEM FORM
MULATION
II.
PRO
As mentioned
m
in the previous section, a floow that
closely reelated with ovverall packets characteristic can be
considereed as known flows
f
as depiicted in Figurre 1 (a)
and (b). The
T flow can be collected by
b flow samplling for
reducing the amount of collectedd data and reesource
requiremeent. The othher flows wiith fixed-rate/packet
size, susppicious flow, or wrong flow
w can be connsidered
as unknow
wn flow as deppicted in Figuure 1 (c) and (dd).
This paper observved a set of packet input over a
c
them
m based
pre-definned long-time period, and classifies
on the sppecific attribuutes, which caan be consideered as
flows. Thhen, the statisstical characteeristic of the overall
packet annd flows weree analyzed. Foor defining knnown or
unknownn flows, the staatistical relatioon between flow and
overall packets
p
weree compared by measurinng the
distance between disstributions foor specific sttatistics
parameter (e.g., ratess or counts). Under pre-ddefined
thresholdd (i.e., distannce value) orr expected leevel of
accuracy (i.e., a probaability of errorr), the flow fk can be
i
a set of known
k
flows FN or unknownn flows
decided into
FU with (1).
(
𝐶𝐷𝐹 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑑
𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝
𝐶𝐷𝐹 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑑
𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝

𝑑
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

, 𝑓 ∈𝐹
, 𝑓 ∈𝐹

(1)

III.
SYSTEM DESIGN
E
The proposed syystem design for calculatiing the
CDF of the flow’s raate value oveer a long peeriod is
depicted in Figure 2. This
T system heelps us to distiinguish
known orr unknown floows dependinng on the distrribution
distance between
b
eachh flow’s rate and overall packet’s
p
rate. Flow
w Classifier with
w pre-definned set of flow
wkey S

(a)

(b)

(i.ee., a combination of packet’s header information))
praactically grouups the paccket input 𝑝 𝑆, 𝑡 whichh
con
ntains all thhe flowkey inn 𝑆 1, 2, 3, … , 𝐾 , into K
num
mber of flowss. So, each floow’s rate overr the time cann
be defined as in (2).
𝑓 𝑡

𝑝 𝑆, 𝑡

, 𝑘 ∈ 1,2,3, … , 𝐾

(2))

The essentiial point is a set of flowkkey S with K
mber of flowkkey elements, which generrate exactly K
num
num
mber of flowss.
Flow modelling tries to obbserve the flow
w rate’s valuee
oveer a specific time
t
and then models the ob
bserved valuee
into CDF. First,, random variiable X is deffined with thee
vallue of x1, x2, x3,…, xk to represent the observed ratee
vallues in bps (bbit per secondd) for each flo
ow f1, f2, f3,…,
fK in
i the duratioon of Δt as defined in (3) and (4). Thee
total number of observed rrate values iss N, so eachh
ndom variablee x1, x2, x3, …,xxk have N valu
ues.
ran
x 𝑡

𝑓 𝑡
x 𝑡 ,x 𝑡

𝑋

𝑑𝑡

(3))

, …,x 𝑡

(4))

Due to thiss randomnesss characteristtic, flow’s orr
paccket’s rate vallues may not bbe possible to
o approximatee
witth a single type
t
of distrributions (e.g
g., normal orr
uniiform distribuution function)). CDF-based characteristicc
is selected to analyze thhe observed rate valuess
disstribution overr a specific tim
me. In this wo
ork, two typess
of CDF, nomiinal CDF, aand empiricall CDF weree
anaalyzed. Nominnal CDF is uused to analyzze real-valuedd
of packet/flow’ss rate random variable, as defined
d
in Xk.
a 𝐶 , so fflow f1, f2, f3,…, fK havee
It can denote as
merical distribbution functioons 𝐶 ,𝐶 ,𝐶 ,…,𝐶 . Itt
num
is defined
d
as in (5).
(
𝐶

𝑥

𝑃 𝑋

𝑥

(5))

Empirical CDF
C
tries to estimate thee distributionn
fun
nction of the packet/flow’s
p
rate random variable
v
basedd
on real observedd values from experiments. Rate random
m
varriable and em
mpirical CDF
F can be deenoted as Ẋk
and
d Ĉ , so flow
fl
f1, f2, f3,…, fK hav
ve empiricall
disstribution funcctions Ĉ , Ĉ , Ĉ ,…,. . If
I the numberr
of observed ratte values is N and a speccific value off
obsserved value is
i r, so Ĉ caan be describeed in (6).
Ĉ

(c))

Ĉ

𝑁, 𝑟

∑

1

,

(6))

(d)

Figure 1. Probability Denssity Function (PD
DF) comparison foor rate values disttribution betweenn packet and seveeral classified flow
ws; (a) overall
mall rate flow (susspicious traffic), aand (d) fixed & small rate flow
packet, (bb) known flows (ssimilar distributioon shape with paccket), (c) very sm
(abnormal trafffic).
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wn and unknown flows.
Figure 2.. System model foor detecting know

where 1 , is defined as the indicattor specific obbserved
rate valuee (i.e., event) of
o flow fk [8].
The ratio
r
betweenn each flow’s rates
r
with the overall
packet’s rates, called as
a FPR (Flow
w-to-Packet Raatio), is
obtained using Kolm
mogorov-Smirnnov Test (i.ee., K-S
Test) [9] for calculatiing a distancee between em
mpirical
CDF of each flow annd overall paccket input. Iff flow’s
rate distribution Ĉ also,
a
packet’s rate distributtion Ĉ
for all observed
o
valuues N, then the
t distance can be
written inn (7).
𝐹𝑃𝑅

𝐷

,

𝑁

sup Ĉ

𝑁, 𝑟

Ĉ 𝑁,
𝑁 𝑟 (7)

Flow
w Detector deetects knownn flow or unnknown
flow by comparing
c
the value of FP
PR with a miinimum
ratio vaalue 𝐹𝑃𝑅 , which mayy derive frrom a
significannt level that reeflects a conffidence level and
a the
number of observed values of experiment results.
Equation (8) is desscribed the maximum distance
d
between flow’s rate distribution and packet’s rate
distributioon with a num
mber observedd value Nk andd Np for
specific significant
s
vallue α.
𝐹𝑃𝑅

𝐷

,

𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑐 𝛼

.

Traaffic Generatoor) [11] weree used, to gen
nerate packetss
fro
om three pairss of IP source and destination, which aree
con
nsidered as known
k
flows.. One port scanning tool,,
kno
own as nmap [12], is usedd to generate attack
a
packetss
fro
om a single pair of IP sourrce and destin
nation, whichh
aree considered as unknownn flows (i.ee., suspiciouss
flo
ows). The known
k
flows’’ rates are expected too
inffluence overalll packet’s rate, so the rate’’s distributionn
sho
ould be similaar. The unknoown flow’s ratte is very low
w
beccause it sennt only an initial pack
ket of TCP
P
com
mmunication (i.e., TCP syync message), so the rate’ss
disstribution is diifferent.
TABLEE 1
SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS
Sy
ymbols

Notattion

Description
n

Feature
F

S

Set of floowkey which co
ontained in the
packet heeader (ip addresss, protocol, tcp
port, otheers)

t

Indexes inn the time domain
n

k

Indexes fo
for classified flow
ws

n

Indexes fo
for observed rate values
v

K

Number of classified flo
ows based on
feature S

N

Number oof observed rate values
v

r

Specific rrate value

Index

Number
N

(8)

where 𝑐 𝛼 is defined as in (9).
𝑐 𝛼

ln

(9)

By comparing 𝐹𝑃𝑅
𝐹
and 𝐹𝑃
𝑃𝑅 , the detector
d
mal flows 𝐹 , and set of unnknown
updates thhe set of norm
flows 𝐹 , as shown in (10).
(
𝐹𝑃𝑅
𝐹𝑃𝑅

𝐹𝑃𝑅
𝐹
𝐹𝑃
𝑃𝑅

, 𝑓 ∈𝐹
, 𝑓 ∈𝐹

IV
V.
EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATIONS
I
Expeerimental simuulation to colllect observatioon data
is conduccted by generrating a differrent type of packets
p
with a different typpe of appliccations. CDF
F-based
analysis requires
r
data from packet--level monitooring as
an initiall observation data. The paackets were caaptured
and colleected into thee pcap-based file, and thenn were
analyzed by using packet anaalyzing toolss (i.e.,
Wiresharrk [10]) to get filtered packeets based on specific
s
flowkey (i.e., source IP, destinatioon IP, and prrotocol)
and geneerate a statistic report. Thhis report is used
u
to
calculate the rate’s disttribution for each
e
flow and overall
packets. As a prelimiinary experim
ment, three network
n
testing toools, known as D-ITG (Distributed
(
I
Internet
p-ISSN: 1411-8289; e-ISSN
N: 2527-9955

ver time which
Rate of ppacket input ov
containingg all possible flo
owkeys (set of
flowkey S
S)

C

Nominal
cumulative
distribution
function ((ncdf) of the pack
ket input

Ĉ

p

Empiricall
cumulative
distribution
function ((ecdf) of the pack
ket input

p

F

(10)

FN can
c
be easilly collected by flow saampling
because the
t flow’s ratte is well-distrributed or corrrelated
with overrall packet’s input
i
rate. In contrast 𝐹 need
n
to
be capturred packet-by--packet, becauuse the flow’ss rate is
suspiciouus or too smaall for samplinng that may cause
c
a
sampling error. Symbbols and nottations used in the
system arre described inn Table 1.

p(S,,t)

Set of classified Flows

f (tt)

Rate of flow k over an
a observation
period

x (tt )

Observedd rate value of flow
w k for t + Δt

k

k n

x

k

Data

n

The randdom variable of flow k for N
observed values

𝐶

Nominal
cumulative
function ((ncdf) of flow k

distribution

Ĉ

cumulative
Empiricall
function ((ecdf) of flow k

distribution

FPR
PR

Flow-to-ppacket ratio (Simiilar to SNR)

FPR
R

fl k
Flow-to -ppacket ratio for flow

k

α
FPR
R

The confiidence level of Ob
bserved Data

min

Minimum
m flow-to-packet ratio to detect
between K
Known and Unkn
nown Flow

F

b sampled)
Set of Knnown Flow (can be

F

Set of U
Unknown Flow (need to be
captured/iinspected)

N

U

C
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TABLE 2
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAPTTURED PACKETS DURING OBSERVA
ATION
PERIOD
Number of
N
Packets
26512

Num
mber of
B
Bytes
16836505

172.16.1.6,172.16.1.8,tcp

28617

18383512

172.16.1.12,1722.16.1.14,udp

8906

55585816

172.16.1.102,1772.16.1.16,tcp

18611

10079438

193

1
15633

Flow

FlowK
Key

Flow1

172.16.1.13,1722.16.1.10,tcp

Flow2
Flow3
Attack

Ethernet ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff,etth

Table 2 shows the
t
number of
o captured packets
p
during ann observationn period (i.e.,, 10 minutes)) for a
different type of appliccations. Set of
o packets from
m three
network testing toolss are classifieed as flow1, flow2,
flow3, whhile a set of paackets from port
p scanning tools
t
is
classifiedd as an attaack. Furtherm
more, another flow
generatedd during the experiment was also observed.
This flow
w is consideered as Etheernet flow (uuse an
Ethernet broadcast adddress as its deestination), which
w
is
usually used
u
by the hoost to send meessage to all hosts
h
in
the samee Ethernet domain.
d
Usuaally, Etherneet flow
should bee happened veery rarely andd incidentally,, but in
this expeeriment, it was
w
sent reggularly to generate
another tyype of flow thhat can be connsidered as unnknown
flow (i.e., abnormal floow).
By leveraging packeet-level monitoring for pcapp-based
e
flow’s raate graph and overall
raw obserrvation data, each
packet’s rate also can be gennerated duriing an
observation period, as depicted in Fiigure 3.
V
V.

B. Distance Measurement
M
For further analysis, the ddistance betweeen those ratee
disstributions neeed to be caalculated by applying thee
Ko
olmogorov-Sm
mirnov test (K
K-S test) [9], as
a formulatedd
in (6). Howeveer, the K-S test is only
y applied forr
em
mpirical CDF because for nnominal CDF, the distancee
bettween each flow’s
f
distribuution and oveerall packet’ss
rate distribution is intuitively very far. Thu
us, FPR valuee
forr each flow FP
PRk is obtainedd based on thiis distributionn
disstance, called as K-S (Kolm
mogorov-Smirn
nov) distance..
Th
he summary of
o K-S distancce from all flo
ows is shownn
in Table
T
3.
C. Hypothesiss Testing
Table 3 alsoo gives hypothhesis testing [14] result thatt
desscribed on thee P-values. Byy comparing P-value
P
with a
deffault significaant level (α = 0.05), it can be
b easily seenn
thaat K-S test reesults accept the null hyp
pothesis (i.e.,,
theere is a simillarity in the ddistribution) for
f all flows,,
exccept the attack flow. Howeever, for furth
her analysis orr
dettecting each flow
f
and cateegorizing it in
nto known orr
unk
known flows, another hypoothesis need to
o be made byy
com
mparing each K-S distancee with a minim
mum distancee
vallue, denoted as FPRmin. As a preliiminary test,,
diffferent FPRmiin was adoptted, valued from criticall
vallues derived from significant level and severall
obsserved data as
a formulated in (7). Tablee 4 shows thee
listt of FPRmin for
f recommennded significaant level α ass
sug
ggested by [133] for the num
mber observed
d data N equall
to 600.

VERIFICATION AND
D ANALYSIS

A. CDF
F-based Analyysis
As a preliminary analysis of thhe result depiicted in
Figure 4,, a numerical CDF of all classified
c
flow
w’s rate
and overrall packet’s rate can be analyzed, whhich is
calculatedd by using (44). It is show
wn a compariison of
numericaal CDF for obbserved rate values from overall
packets and
a classified flows. Networrk random gennerated
flows floow1, flow2, flow
f 3 are most likely to have a
similar shhape with the overall packeet, which is sim
milar to
our expeectation as deescribed in thhe previous section
while thhe attack andd ethernet flows have diifferent
shapes duue to a statisttical characteristic of bothh flows.
Howeverr, intuitively, a CDF characcteristic of eacch flow
has a faar distance from
f
the oveerall packet’ss CDF
characterristic. It mayy give inapppropriate resuults in
distance measurement
m
between thosse two CDFs. So, the
empiricall CDF need to
t anayzed, which
w
is derived by
measurinng frequency counts of sppecific rate’ss value
from obsserved data, as formulateed in (5). Fiigure 5
shows thhe empirical CDF compparison betweeen all
classifiedd flow’s ratee and overalll packet’s rate.
r
It
intuitivelyy describes thhe distributionn distances between
b
each flow
w and packet. Network randdom generatedd flows
flow1, fllow2, flow3 rate’s valuess have veryy close
distance with the ovverall packet’s rate value,, while
attack floow has far enough distaance. Unfortuunately,
ethernet flow has a close distancce with the overall
packet’s rate
r value andd it against ourr expectation.

Figure 3. Floow rate graph from
m packet-level monitoring.

Figure 4. Numerrical CDF for obsserved rate valuess from overall
packets and classsified flows.
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mo
onitored by packet
p
capturing for furth
her inspectionn
and
d analysis. Noted
N
that, Ethhernet flow is
i detected ass
“kn
nown” flow due to a few
w numbers of
o packet andd
con
nsistency appearances duriing the observ
vation period..
It can
c be improoved by reduccing the granu
ularity of thee
obsservation periiod, such as every 0.1 secconds (in thiss
pap
per, the observvation period is 1 second).

Figure 5. Em
mpirical CDF forr observed rate vaalues from overalll packets
andd classified flows.
TABLE 3
THE SUMM
MARY OF K-S DISTANCES
Flow

K--S distance = FPR
RK

P-valuee

Flow1

0.0284

0.967

Flow2

0.0167

1.000

Flow3

0.0584

0.251

Attack

0.1018

0.040

E
Ethernet

0.0184

1.000

TABLE 4
THE MIN
NIMUM DISTANCE
ES FOR DIFFEREN
NT SIGNIFICANT LEVEL
A.

Significant levvel
(alpha)

B.

Minimum distance =
FPRMIN

0.1

0.07066

0.05

0.07841

0.025

0.08546

0.01

0.093971

0.005

0.099929

0.001

0.112553

D. Comparisoon with Maxim
mum Likelihood
Estimator (MLE)
(
Relative saampling error in Maximum
m Likelihoodd
Esttimator (ML
LE) and connfidence inteerval in thee
Ko
olmogorov-Sm
mirnov test weere also comp
pared. It mayy
giv
ve an initial iddea about the value of relattive error andd
con
nfidence interrval for the sam
me observed packet’s
p
data..
ML
LE’s relative sampling erroor relies on th
he number off
paccket’s samplees (depends oon the samplling rate andd
ratio), while the confidence innterval relies on significantt
lev
vel (depends on the num
mber of obserrvation data)..
Fin
nally, an impprovement in CDF-based analysis overr
ML
LE can be achhieved, and hoopefully, a sim
milar accuracyy
ressult with the MLE.
M
USION
CONCLU
This paper describes an idea for CD
DF-based flow
w
dettection for network flow
w sampling and packett
cap
pturing. The result shows that the distaance betweenn
flo
ow’s and packet’s emppirical CDF based ratee
disstribution cann be used to detect “known”
“
andd
“un
nknown” flow
ws with a m
most significan
nt confidencee
lev
vel in distribuution distance test. Known flows can bee
mo
onitored usingg flow-level monitoring to
t reduce thee
oveerhead process, while unnknown flowss need to bee
cap
ptured packett-by-packet too increase acccuracy. In thee
futture, this appproach can bee implementeed to monitorr
nettwork traffic in
i real-time.

TABLE 5
K-S DISTANCEE-BASED DETECTIION RESULT
α

ENCES
REFERE

F MIN
FPR

Flow1

Flow2

Flow
w3

Attack

E
Ethernet

0.1

0
0.07066

FN

FN

FN

FU

FN

0.05

0
0.07841

FN

FN

FN

FU

FN

0.025

0
0.08546

FN

FN

FN

FU

FN

0.01

0..093971

FN

FN

FN

FU

FN

0.005

0..099929

FN

FN

FN

FU

FN

0.001

0..112553

FN

FN

FN

FN

FN

By comparing
c
eacch FPR in Tabble 3 with FP
PRmin in
Table 4, another tablee to show deteection results for all
flows waas generated. Table 5 shoow the summ
mary of
detectionn result for knoown flows FN and unknownn flows
FU with a different con
nfidence level of observed data.
d
The detection reesult shows that our prroposed
method can
c consider attack
a
flow as an “unknownn” flow
for almosst all significaant level α, exxcept α = 0.0001. This
small vallue of significcant level refllects a wide interval
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